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Abstract
A Residual Current Device (RCD), is an actual existence sparing gadget which is intended to
keep consumers from getting lethal electric shock if get in contact with something live, for
example, an uncovered wire. It can likewise give some insurance against electrical flames.
RCD offer a level of individual insurance that normal wires and circuit breakers can not give.
This project is performed to design and build a Residual Current Detector Device (RCDD)
using Global System for Mobile (GSM). This project is developed to implement two parts;
send the Short Message Service (SMS) to the house owner when the RCDD trips (caused by
lightning, short-circuit or overcurrent) and reset the RCDD switch to the normal condition by
replying the message automatically. This application is very useful for those who are often
going for outstation and to avoid something worse happens in the house. The PIC micro-
controller is used for controlling the movement of the servo motor to pull back the lever of the
RCDD switch when it tripped. When the RCDD switch tripped, the GSM modem will send
the message to the house owner to inform about that condition. Then, the house owner needs to
reply to the message and the PIC micro-controller will activate the servomotor to switch back
the RCDD switch to the normal condition. In the wake of pulling in RCDD switch and home
power supply come back to ordinary, the servomotor will turn around to permit the switch
RCDD trip again when a short out happens once more.
Methodology
Figure 2 demonstrates the block diagram for the circuit, GSM modem and LCD display has two-
way communication with the PIC. AC relay and servo motor have one-way communications. AC
relay as input and servo as an output. All gadget get supply from Power Supply circuit which has
5V output. When the RCD trips, the PIC detects the trip and gives signal to the GSM modem and
sends SMS to the user, the user will then get the SMS and reply the message to GSM modem to
activate the RCD back. The GSM modem will then communicate with the PIC, then power the
servo motor to push the actuator lever and the GSM will send message to the user to educate that
the home power supply is in great condition.
Introduction
Every year, thousands of people are injured through electrical accidents at their various homes,
whereby a lot of these people do not know that many of these accidents can be prevented by
having RCD protection installed in their house’s consumer unit. RCD can save lives from
electrical shock and can also provide some protection against fire. (Electrical Safety First,
2018) RCD is mechanically switched system that is activated manually after it is tripped, it
stays OFF until the user pushes it back ON, even if the fault is temporary and it happens in a
millisecond it does not work automatically. This undertaking centers reactivation of Residual
Current Device (RCD) utilizing the short message system (SMS). Figure 1 inscribes a
schematic drawing of RCD which is a security gadget utilized in electrical wiring
establishment to identify unevenness electric flow in the life and impartial lines. RCD switches
regularly are trip when a close-by lightning event and on earth spillage current. In contrast to a
breaker, RCD can be enacted by basically pushing back the switch and the power supply
framework at home will have returned to ordinary. (Beama.org.uk. 2018)
GSM modem is a gadget used to make telephone calls and sending instant messages (SMS),
which is utilized together smaller scale controller or PC. At present, the utilization of SMS is
extremely across the board and not simply to communicate something specific simply because
SMS benefit is exceptionally modest and telephone flag inclusion in England is extremely
expansive. Along these lines, it very well may be utilized anyplace. One of the alternate
applications that can do SMS framework is a remote control framework for electrical and
electronic gear. The framework is simple in light of the fact that with SMS, a framework can
be controlled anyplace without setting off to that put. SMS is applications quickly developing
on the planet now. (Guy Inchbald. 2017, Introduction to GSM 2nd Edition)
Figure 1: Schematic Drawing of RCD (Powerbreaker.co.uk, 2018)
switch and have a limited function which cannot 
differentiate between permanent and temporary 
fault accordingly. CDs are manually controlled by 
a mechanical switch and have a limi when 
there is nobody at the house whenever the fault 
or problem occurs. Power continuity and 
reliabilitye very essential and critical in various 
homes due to some appliances that need 
continually powered ON even when the 
occupants are not home for a period such as a 
refrigerator, security system etc. If these 
tripping persist some appliances gets 
damaged. By designing this Residual Current 
Device Detector System, it will have two 
conditions which send message (SMS) to the 
house proprietor when the RCD excursions and 
reset the RCD change to ordinary answering 
the message consequently.
Aims and Objectives
The aim of this project is to investigate the characterisation of Residual Current Device with
automatically trigger during permanent and temporary fault.
Objectives are:
▪ To design, analyse and build the RCDD by SMS controlled by micro-controller during 
p rmanent and Temp rary fault.
▪ To validate the effectiveness of RCDD by SMS compared to the old RCD which is operated 
manually during permanent and temporary fault.
▪ Producing a system that uses a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) to short 
message services (SMS) which is utilized to inform the homeowner in case of tripping.
▪ To analyse and germinate the leakage detection system using a PIC micro-controller to 
control and monitor the power electronic gadgets for residents, offices and other stores.
Conclusion
In this project, Residual Current Device Detector by SMS is discussed. The procedure consists of building the schematic design, simulation and software design. A RCDD by SMS was designed in
which processing work was carried out by the micro-controller and in different situations were discussed using software simulation. The whole system was controlled through a micro-controller which
changes the analogue nature of the RCD to a digital one and adds an ease and luxury at the user end. Also the auto resetting feature makes this design more valuable which would require no physical
access of a user if a temporary fault occurs while in conventional system, user must have a physical access to turn off the switch mechanically, if a fault occurs.
RCDD by SMS can be considered a  another creation in electrical security field. It is an extra element to the electrical insurance framework to improve the execution of local security framework. 
From the discoveries and usefulness of the model, RCDD by SMS will tackle flow control issue in household electrical framework.
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Design
The stream outline is demonstrating the activity of the PIC micro-controller which is composed in C
language procedure, how it is being modified utilising MPLAB programming and Hi-Tech C
compiler. The outcome is coded in HEX record which is stacked onto the PIC16F877A through an in-
circuit module called Interface Circuit Serial Programming (ICSP). The circuits were drawn utilising
OrCAD schematic attracting to demonstrate how each circuit will be assemble bit successively to suit
the exact framework.
Figure 2: Block diagram of RCDD by SMS
Figure 3: Circuit of RCCD by SMS                          
The circuit showing in figure 3 is the complete circuit diagram which was designed by me by using
OrCAD cadence software, in it is PIC16F877A, the brain for the project. PIC16F877A manufactured
by microchip is selected as micro-controller which is interfaced with current sensor to get current
data, which indicates the fault if any imbalance in the current is found.
Figure 4: Servo motor operation (Ermicro.com, 2018)
Servo motor shown in figure 4 will be utilized for pulling back the electrical switch actuator switch.
Servo motor is controlled by sending them a beat of variable width. The flag wire is utilizing to send this
heartbeat. It has least heartbeat, the greatest heartbeat and a redundancy rate.
The PIC micro-controller is utilized to a motion to GSM for sending SMS to the client if the switch
RCD is outing and clients should answer SMS to initiate the motor framework to pull the RCD switch
manually.
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